Introduction
This paper describes a computer architecture based upon adjacency matrices, which map the edges of a graph as members of a matrix. In a matrix describing graph A, the matrix position A(3, 4) will store a 1 iff vertex 3 is connected to vertex 4, otherwise it will store a 0 (the reverse position A(4, 3) will be identical to A (3, 4) ). But one can see that a simple adjacency matrix is a binary device, incapable of representing more than a Turing machine. Thus an AGGM starts only with a graph and the simple adjacency matrix that describes the graph. Then it allows the adjacency matrix to hold real number values and performs real number operations upon the adjacency matrix. This creates an algebraic data structure that we call an abstract adjacency matrix. A Euclidean space is extended using two automorphisms on this abstract adjacency matrix, creating a Galois Field. The operation modes of the AGGM can emulate a set of NOR gates, a graph isomorphism tester (to be elucidated in a follow-up paper), SKI Combinators [5] , and a Blum Shub Smale machine. This architecture is proven to be Turing complete.
Abstract Graph Galois Machines are more favorable than some current alternatives to Turing machines because, due to their basis in linear algebra on Euclidean spaces, they are easy to parallel and have the potential to solve problems non-deterministically. But the greatest virtue of the AGGM is that, since its architecture is defined by graphs in Euclidean space, it is relatively straightforward to build a Galois Machine that can emulate a Turing machine and possibly even a quantum computer. And if it is possible to emulate a quantum computer, this functionality would allow one to design and optimize such a computer before actually building one. But regardless of its application to quantum computers, the AGGM shows great promise for distributing computing, linear computing, or any kind of computation because its structure allows simultaneous operation on every member of the abstract adjacency matrix.
Definitions
One of the difficulties when dealing with graph theory is the plethora of labels that are used interchangeably to describe the same thing. We define a graph as the interrelation between sets of vertices. These vertices possess no location in space (Cartesian or otherwise) because it is only the interrelation between vertices that is important. When two vertices are related or connected, they share an edge. Therefore, a graph is defined by a set of vertices and a set of edges connecting the vertices. A linear graph is one in which there is only one path connecting two distant vertices (i.e., there is only one set of edges one can use to travel from vertex A to vertex Q). A non-linear graph is one in which there are multiple paths between at least one pair of vertices (or, stated differently, the edges form at least one loop). A planar graph can be drawn in two dimensions with no intersecting/overlapping edges and a non-planar graph can be drawn in two dimensions only when at least two edges intersect. A polar graph is one where at least one vertex has a different number of edges than the rest of the vertices. If all the vertices have the same number of edges, then there is some form of symmetry present and no edge is automatically given a unique status; this graph would be non-polar. Finally, any vertex with only one edge is considered an endpoint because it will represent a terminus to the graph. If one were travelling along the edges of the graph, upon reaching an endpoint one would have no choice but to turn back as the endpoint vertex has only one edge to choose from.
The Meta Graph Language
While a graph may be simple to draw, describing the structure of any graph in graph theory is vastly more difficult because there is no unique way of labeling the vertices. With the multitude of different definition of graphs we seek to create an abstract representation which will work for any possible graph in graph theory. The construction that is presented allows for the expression of any graph in a concice language by abstracting the concept of an incidence matrix. The abstract graph representation was created to alleviate some of these woes by describing graphs in a concise string form. By defining some labeling rules, the number of possible descriptions for each unique graph is greatly reduced (though these rules provide the greatest benefit for linear graphs and very little benefit for non-planar graphs). The meta graph language is quite simple to describe, especially since its architecture is based upon a stack. The informal grammatical rules are as follows.
To define the language we must encode it as a decision problem. Given the input of a string written in the following manner we can generate a given graph. The generation of the graph and the string convey the same information and therefore have the same structure. Let the grammar be an alphabet σ where the strings over σ * are as follows. The null string is denoted as which is a string over σ. It also follows that each element of the set is either a member of Z 2 or Z 2 where n is a member of the vertex set. If there is other information such as directionality or color, this is encoded with the string. If the information is binary, then this is simply put after the vertex which denotes Algorithm 4.1 Graph Grammar Encoding Algorithm Steps of the Algorithm 0 Input a given graph G 1 a graph is always labeled with preference to endpoints. In any graph possessing endpoints, only the endpoints are candidates to be the initial vertex.
2 However, if a graph has no endpoints, then only its polar vertices are candidates for the initial vertex. * obviously this provides the most benefit for linear graphs, because most non-linear graphs have no endpoints * since most non-planar graphs are also non-polar, they are they hardest to label. One can only follow the first rule 3 If there are any other methods to denote connectivity describe the connectivity as a n-tuple which is defined in an adjacency matrix 4 Output a matrix M
The formalization of the machine is as follows.
5 Introduction
Outline of the Machine
The input to the machine is any given abstract graph reprentation and a set of operations on that specific graph. The output is another processed abstract algebraic graph representation. The central data structure that is used is an infinite dimensional Euclidean space over the real numbers. The actual automaton is a computer over the real numbers. It achieves this by performing a mapping function over a subset of the reals and then iterating over the necessary values.
Rationale
The two automorphisms on the field create GF (2) due to the specification of Matrix Graph Grammars [1] . This field is then extended using algorithms to create a Galois Machine. The cycling automorphism algorithm allows for all of the possible states of the computer to easily be cycled through. This operation method allows for Monte Carlo algorithms. It is to be noted that both algorithms still need a pseudo-or true random source to operate. If a Turing complete language is needed, SKI combinators are provided. If gate like operations are needed, one can use the combinators or gate functions without running the cycling algorithm.
6 Abstract Graph Representation Using an Algebraic Data Structure 6.1 Definition of an abstract incidence matrix
The abstract incidence matrix is a matrix representation of a graph . The graph has the added property of an abstract labeling. The two sets we have are as follows:
Where M is a matrix. What is added is a new set representing the labeling of the incidence matrix which is an infinite dimensional subset of G n ; this labeling gives information about which vertex has connectivity to another vertex. Elementary row and column operations can be generalized to changing the order of the labels and therefore the columns. This generates a new matrix representation of the graph. Therefore an abstract graph machine is all possible labeling of the graph which is a symmetry group of C n . Furthermore, let the field be defined as As a vector space C e n, +, * and a Vector sort also sorted by lexicographic order. The two axioms are as follows Connectivity is denoted by subsets of the set Z n . Let the information of connectivity be a unique number for each graph. The number is then partitioned based upon the connectivity of the graph. Depending on the amount of points connected, each point has an associated number which is less than the amount of vertices. Any other descriptions of graphs which denote some type of connectivity are numbered as a binary sequence of Z n . The union of this is as follows:
where i is the sequence of descriptions of graphs. This numbering system allows for the expression of all possible graphs in this abstract incidence matrix.
7 Welcome to the Machine
Galois Machines
Galois machines are an algebraic model of computation. They have the following structure.
The universe of the model is define as the labeling The functions of the model are the binary functions of a field. A numeric tower is devised which given a field of numbers different axioms apply for that field used. There are a set of operations that are commmon to all fields and these are the constructor to create product rules in the machine. For GF (2) the axioms of boolean algebra are applied. For GF (R) the standard axioms of algebra are applied including the axioms of boolean algebra. For GF (C) the axioms The relation is the automorphisms that have been previously described. The category that we will study is automorphisms between specific graph representations and the actual category of all possible graphs. Finally, there is a function which given an input of an operation.
The structure of the machine depends on which number system is used and it is defined as follows GF (2) ⊂ GF (R) ⊂ GF (C).
The production schema for new operators is as follows.
We define a functor which maps a actual graph to its representation. This is a bijective homomorphism between each indiviual graph and each individual representation. This functor has the ability to create a set of homomorphisms between a type of graph and the representation.
We define an abstract algebraic data structure as the abstract graph representation and its associated encoding algorithms. The example implementation that is used in this paper is a set of matricies but given the properties any other
Operation list

Branching
To branch the computation, given an nxn matrix use the identity . Then apply the new labeling to reorder the matrix to get a new adjacency matrix and relabel the graph with a new label vector. For each possible branch, a Galois machine is implemented. On the other hand, if you want a totally deterministic operation follow the NOR gate operation or the SKI combinatory logic, which are outlined below.
Random Operation Methods
caGiven a verification function and a random number generator, one can operate the computer randomly quite easily. What would occur is one needs a verification function and randomly permutes the information until a correct result is obtained. Note for this operation to work the solution space must be a part of the input. Therefore it is recommended that while operating randomly a verification function must be input. 
Implementation Details
Example Run Of The Machine
RunStates =                                                                                                          State 1 = (D,
Production Rules of the Machine
Axiom 1 Graph Negation Production Rule
Axiom 2 Graph Identity Production Rule
Axiom 3 Graph Logical
Algorithm 7.5 Graph Cyclic Production Rule Production Algorithm
Step 0 Given an input of a member of the Graph Alphabet. Let the input be a left graph L e , L n and the right graph
Step 1 Store the value of C 0 in a temporary field C 0 .
Step 2 Starting at C 0 , replace each member of the set C n with its successor (C i = C i+1 ).
Step 3 If you have reached the end of the set C n , replace the terminating value with C0.
Step 4 Return the new labeling.
Algorithm 7.6 Graph Permutation Production Rule Steps of algorithm
Step 0 Given an input of a Graph in Matrix Form.
Step 1 Create an N xN Abstract Graph Machine the label vector is of size N.
Step 2 Starting at C 0 , replace a member of the set R n with another member C m
Step 3 Return the new permuted abstract graph machine.
Algorithm 7.7 Graph Mirror Production Rule Steps of algorithm
Step 0 Given an input of a vector space.
Step 1 Given the Abstract Graph Machine prove that all elements obey the conjecture that it is a symmetry group of order C n
Step 2 Create a copy of the selected Complex Abstract Graph Machine the label vector is of size N .
Step 3 If a row mirror is required
Step 4 Return the new permuted abstract graph machine.
When the labeling is returned this can be applied to the Abstract Adjacency Matrix and this creates a mapping of the information represented. The graph is then relabeled in this new order to return a new state. What is added is a new set representing the labeling of the incidence matrix which is an infinite dimensional subset of G n ; this labeling gives information about which vertex has connectivity to another vertex. Elementary row and column operations can be generalized to changing the order of the labels and therefore the columns. This generates a new matrix representation of the graph. Therefore an abstract graph machine is all possible labeling of the graph which is a symmetry group of C n . Furthermore, let the field be defined as As a vector space with the axioms of the machine and a Vector sort also sorted by lexicographic order.
Formal Grammar for the Graph Automata
Connectivity is denoted by subsets of the set Z n . Let the information of connectivity be a unique number for each graph. The number is then partitioned based upon the connectivity of the graph. Depending on the amount of points connected, each point has an associated number which is less than the amount of vertices. Any other descriptions of graphs which denote some type of connectivity are numbered as a binary sequence of Z n . The union of this is as follows:
Reasoning on the Real Numbers
Since a representation of the reals is neigh impossible on classical computers we must create a new way to represent reasoning on the Real numbers. Therefore we create a higher level computer which takes an input a computational model 7.9 Algorithms 
This gate is a binary matrix which is the matrix representation of a graph. By changing how the graph is connected utilizing elementary row operations, the set of zeros can be changed into the resulting graph using two elementary row operations. These operations can be done by changing the labels of the graph. Change the labeling of row 2 to row 4 and then reverse the column labeling. Since the NOR gate is functionally complete, we have a proof of the functional completeness of the computer. Depending on the amount of NOR gates, you select a row and put a branch representing a continuation of the next gate. Q.E.D. 
Using these rules we can create the S combinator. [5] Algorithm 7.12 S algorithm Method to reduce the S combinator
Step 0
Step 1 Create a nXn abstract graph machine.
Step 2 Put row C in the new abstract graph machine's row labeled with the B vector.
Step 3 Put row C in the row labeled with the Z vector.
Step 4 Put row A in the row labeled with the A vector in the new abstract graph machine.
Step 5 Put row B in the row labeled with the C vector in the new abstract graph machine.
Step 6 Apply the other combinators as needed.
The K combinator also can be derived through these steps.
Algorithm 7.13 K Reduction Steps of the K algorithm
Step 1 Create a new matrix with only the A row.
Step 2 Apply the S or K rule as needed to the resulting matrix.
Step 3 Apply the other combinators as needed.
The S and K combinators can be created through manipulations Given these two combinators and the fact that the I combinator can be defined in terms of the S and K combinators ((SKK) this proves that the system is Turing complete. Q.E.D.
Reasoning on the Complexity of the Graph Isomorphism Problem
Here we have a general algorithm. The purpose is to reason on the complexity of the graph isomorphism algorithm. What is presented is an abstraction of the label vector. This is encountered in the Galois machine. What else is done is that we have modified it into a recursive network. The method outlined is an algorithm that provides a network of circuits that could be implemented in a Galois machine.
Algorithm 7.15 Algorithm to encode graphs to abstract incidence matrices Steps of algorithm
Step 0 Given the Abstract Graph Machine, prove that the Galois Structure is an automorphism to any graph.
Step 1 Create an ExE Abstract Graph Machine; the label vector is of size |V |.
Step 2 Start at each element with one and only one connection.
Step 3 Propagate the vector by taking the values and pushing them to the next vertex. If more than one vertex is encountered, follow this rule: Propagate a fraction where 1/n where n is the amount of vertices.
Step 4 Stop when all edges and vertices have been enumerated.
Possible Blum Shub Smale Emulation
A Blum Shub Smale machine can possibly be implemented using this architecture. The vector for the computation instruction is as follows: (k, w, rx) are the variables used in the vector in Euclidean space. Those will be the labels of each vector. This vector is copied multiple times into a V xV edge given the amount of vertices or edges. The rational function is encoded into the set of instructions as a matrix that is evaluated only for the subset of required information. Since the operations are f : G− > H where the matrices G and H are composed of real numbers, there are rounding and problems with an infinite set of information. Therefore, when this machine is in operation it operates lazily. This machine outputs regular expressions which has the language of a the Real number which outputs members of the integers. Note some reals may take a great deal of time to write down and may be nonterminating so a lazy stream will be written Euclidean space for the instructions. Construct a 4xn Abstract Graph Machine Algorithm 7.16 Operating the emulated Blum Shub Smale Computer Steps of algorithm 1.Operation using a rational function Given a rational function, iterate over the data set represented in the Galois machine composed of members of R n . Each element of R n is a subset of C n in the abstract graph machine. This operation is done lazily until the values are needed.
2.Branch A branch is represented by a Galois machine creating a new automaton in another dimension of the Galois space.
3.Copy Make a copy of the Galois space data structure onto a new one.
An automated theorem prover emerges when we use curry howard isomorphism. The program is the proof and what must be done is to encode the theorem into a set of diophantane equations.
On Uncomputable Numbers and Their Approximation
What we plan on doing here is a stream based evalutation of uncomputable numbers. We do this by creating turing machines in an N xN matrix. Each vector is an individual tape. Each tape is initialized with N starting positions.
Since the matrix holds all of the information we see that using Cantor's diagonal argument you get a magical number which is uncomputable. The size of the number would be a vector N * N √ 2 rounded downward. 8 Implementation
This machine is currently being implemented in FPGA in an actual computationl device.
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